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This paper establishes a central limit theorem (CLT) for empirical processes 
indexed by smooth functions. The underlying random variables may be temporally 
dependent and non-identically distributed. In particular, the CLT holds for near 
epoch dependent (i.e., functions of mixing processes) triangular arrays, which 
include strong mixing arrays, among others. The results apply to classes of functions 
that have series expansions. The proof of the CLT is particularly simple; no chaining 
argument is required. The results can be used to establish the asymptotic normality 
of semiparametric estimators in time series contexts. An example is provided. 
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1. INTT~~DucTIoN 
This paper establishes a central limit theorem (CLT) for empirical 
processes indexed by classes of smooth functions. The contribution of the 
paper is twofold. First, the results improve existing results by allowing the 
underlying random variables (rv’s) to possess a more general form of 
temporal dependence and non-identical distributions than is available 
elsewhere. Second, the proof of the results is very simple. 
The results of this paper apply to near epoch dependent (NED) (i.e., 
functions of mixing processes) triangular arrays of rv’s. In contrast, existing 
results in the empirical process literature only consider independent 
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rv’s or strong mixing rv’s (for the latter, see Andrews and Pollard [4]), 
while results in the Banach space-valued CLT literature only consider 
independent or weakly stationary strong mixing sequences of rv’s (e.g., see 
Dehling and Philipp [9] and Dehling [ 81). NED triangular arrays include 
strong mixing triangular arrays, as well as a rich class of non-strong mixing 
triangular arrays. 
The approach used here is to consider an index class of functions that 
have series expansions with respect to the same set of basis functions. A 
prime example is a class of functions that have Fourier series expansions. 
Conditions are placed on the coefficients of the series expansions that are 
sufficient to obtain stochastic equicontinuity of the empirical process and a 
CLT for it. In particular applications, these conditions can be verified by 
using known results for series expansions. The case of differentiable func- 
tions on an open bounded subset of Rk is examined in detail. In this case, 
if the rv’s are strong mixing, the required number of finite derivatives of the 
functions is the same as for Ossiander’s [19] results for i.i.d. rv’s obtained 
using a bracketing condition. 
Note that the series expansion approach used here is different from 
approaches currently used in the empirical process literature, but is similar 
to an approach used in the Banach space-valued CLT literature (see the 
references above). 
An appealing feature of the series expansion approach is the simplicity 
with which one obtains the stochastic equicontinuity and CLT results. 
Elementary manipulations and inequalities suffice (see the proof of 
Theorem 1). No chaining argument is required. In consequence, the series 
expansion approach is conducive to obtaining results under quite weak 
assumptions regarding temporal dependence and non-identical distribu- 
tions (as noted aove). The drawback of this approach is that the variety of 
different classes of functions to which it applies is more restricted than with 
a bracketing approach (e.g., see Ossiander [ 191 or Pollard [20]) or a 
Vapnik-Cervonenkis approach (e.g., see Pollard [ 211). 
The empirical process results of this paper have numerous applications 
in econometrics and statistics. For example, they are tailor-made for use 
with the results of Andrews [Z, 31, which establish the &-consistency and 
asymptotic normality of semiparametric and parametric estimators and the 
asymptotic chi-squared distributions of Wald, Lagrange multiplier, and 
likelihood ratio-like test statistics that correspond to such estimators. 
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides 
the main CLT results. Section 3 applies the CLT results to the case of 
indexing by a class of differentiable functions. Section 4 illustrates the use 
of the results in a semiparametric estimation problem. 
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2. AN EMPIRICAL PROCESS CLT 
2.1. Notation and Definitions 
Let {X,,i: 1 < i < II, II > 1 } be a triangular array of X-valued random 
vectors (rv’s) defined on a probability space (Q, 9, P), where 3 c Rk. Let 
m( ., . ) be a real function defined on 5? x 5, where F is an index set that 
is a metric space with metric p (defined below). Assume m(x, r) is Bore1 
measurable in x for each fixed r E F. Define the empirical process v,( .) by 




We define weak convergence (denoted by w) as in Dudley [lo] and 
Hoffman-Jorgensen [ 141 (with a slight, inessential but convenient, 
modification introduced by Pollard [Zl 1). Let L”(F) denote the space of 
bounded real functions on F. Endow L”(F) with the uniform metric d. 
DEFINITION. If (v,( .): n> l} are (not necessarily Bore1 measurable) 
maps from D into the metric space (L”(F), d) and if v( .) is an L”(F)- 
valued Bore1 measurable rv (not necessarily defined on (a, g’, P)), then 
v,(.) WV(.) if E*f(v,(+)) -+ -NV(.)) as n-too (2.2) 
for all bounded uniformly continuous real functions f on L”(Y), where E* 
denotes outer expectation. 
DEFINITION. { v,( . ): II > 1 > is stochastically equicontinuous if VE > 0 and 
q > 0, 36 > 0 such that 
7 
hm P*( sup Iv,(r) - v,(y)1 > V) <s, (2.3) n-m dLY)<d 
where P* denotes P-outer probability. 
The process v,( .) converges weakly to a Gaussian process if it is 
stochastically equicontinuous, its finite dimensional distributions are 
asymptotically normal, and (F, p) is totally bounded (see Pollard [21, 
Theorem 10.21). In view of this result, we organize this section as follows. 
Subsection 2.2 gives general conditions under which { v,( . ): n > 1 } is 
stochastically equicontinuous. Subsection 2.3 uses these conditions to 
obtain conditions for stochastic equicontinuity when the rv’s {Xni> are 
NED. Subsection 2.4 provides conditions under which the finite dimen- 
sional distributions of {v,( .): n > 1 } are asymptotically normal when the 
rv’s {Xni} are NED. Subsection 2.5 states the main CLT result. 
2.2. Stochastic Equicontinuity 
The following assumption implies that { v,( . ): n > 1) is stochastically 
equicontinuous. 
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Assumption A. (i) (Series expansion). For some sequence 
{h,( .):jZ l> f o real or complex Bore1 measurable functions on g, m( ., r) 
has a pointwise convergent series expansion for each t E Y: m(x, z) = 
CJ’L, cj(z) hj(x) VXEX, where for each r EY, {ci(z): j> l> is a sequence 
of (real or complex) constants. 
(ii) (Smoothness). CT=, Ici(r)l E Ih,(X,,)l < co Vi< n, n > 1, z E F 
(iii) (Smoothness/weak dependence trade-off). suprE Y x,7=, Ic,(r)l’/ 
uj + 0 as J + co for some summable sequence of positive real constants 
(uj} for which C;?= I ujyj< co, where yi = I,“= --co y,(s) and yj(s) = 
suPi<n-Isl.M2l Icov(hj(xni)3 hj(Xnr+ I~i))l. 
The series functions {hj( . )} of Assumption A(i) need not be orthogonal 
or orthonormal, nor do the functions {m( ., T)} need to have unique series 
expansions in terms of {hj( .)}. All that is required is that one can identify 
a single sequence of coefftcients {cj(z)} (out of many perhaps) with each 
function m( ., z). 
Since each r E Y is identified with a particular sequence {c,(z): j b 1 > 
under Assumption A, the metric p on Y can be taken to be 
( 
07 
P(z5Y)= 1 Icj(z)-cj(Y)12 
j= 1 > 
l/2 
* VT, yEF. (2.4) 
THEOREM 1. For p as defined in (2.4), Assumption A implies that { v,( .)} 
is stochastically equicontinuous and (Y-, p) is totally bounded. 
Proof of Theorem 1. First we show stochastic equicontinuity. By 
Assumptions A(i) and A(ii), m(X+ z) - Em(Xni, 7) = CJYf, Cj(Z)(hj(Xn;) - 
Eh,(X,,J). Thus, we have 
7 
hm P*( sup Iv,(~)-v,(~)l >rl) n-cc P(T>Y)<~ 
7 d hm q-*E* 
n-cc ( I 
-!- i f (cj(s)-cj(Y)) 
Sup J;;i=, j=l O(T,Y)<6
2 
X (hj(xnj) - Eh,(xm)) 
OL ICj(z)-cj(Y)12~ 
<VP2 sup c hm E* f uj 
p(r,y)<~ j= 1 ai n --t 02 j= 1 
x $ i, (hj(xnt) - Ehj(xni)) I2 
<VP2 ,,f~~cd j!I Icj(7)-cj(Y)121uj~ 5 ajYjt (2.5) 
j= I 
where the second inequality uses the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and the 
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third uses standard manipulations of the variance of a sum of correlated 
rv’s. 
Stochastic equicontinuity follows from (2.5) and 
lim SUP f ICj(T)-Cj(Y)I*/Uj=O. 
d-0 p(r.y)<d ,=l 
(2.6) 
To obtain (2.6), suppose E > 0 is given. By Assumption A(iii), one can 
choose J sufficiently large that SUP,:~.~ Cjm=.J+l Icj(7)-cj(Y)121aj<E/2~ 
Take, 6 = [s/(2 xi”= 1 l/u,)] I’*. By definition of p( ., .), this gives sup,(,,,),,: 
z:j”= 1 It,(z) - cj(y)12/uj< s/2, which establishes (2.6). 
Next, we establish totally boundedness of (Y, p). By Assumption A(iii), 
VE>O, 3J< cc such that ~up,~~Cy=~+, Ic,(T)~~<E/~. In addition, 
supTEY Icj(7)l’<K for some KC cc Vj= 1, . . . . J. The result follows by 
showing that the set of functions {Ci=, cjhj( . ): Icj I* < K Vj < J} can be 
covered by a finite number of s/Zballs. 1 
2.3. Stochastic Equicontinuity with NED Random Vectors 
This subsection replaces the weak dependence condition of Assump- 
tion A(iii) by a more standard condition of weak temporal dependence, 
viz., the NED condition. The NED condition was introduced by Ibragimov 
[ 151 and results utilizing it were developed by Billingsley [6, p. 1823 and 
McLeish [17, 18-J. The NED condition is quite general. It allows for non- 
identical distributions and covers (i) square integrable strong mixing rv’s, 
(ii) square integrable general linear processes (with non-identically dis- 
tributed strong mixing innovations if desired) including autoregressive and 
autoregressive-moving average processes (which are not necessarily strong 
mixing, e.g., see Andrews [ 1]), and (iii) various nonlinear autoregressions 
and dynamic simultaneous equations (see Bierens [S, Chap. 51, Gallant 
[12, pp. 481, 502, 5391, and Gallant and White [13, p. 291). 
First we define strong mixing double arrays and NED triangular arrays 
of rv’s. Let { Vnvni: i = 0, f 1, . . . . n > 1) be a double array of rv’s on (Q, W, P). 
( Vni may be Vii-valued for any measurable space Vni, but usually Vni = V 
and Y c R” or V CV for some ~2 1, where V denotes the complex 
plane.) Let F”‘,,i (cg) denote the g-field generated by ( Vni, . . . . Vnj) for 
- CC < i < j < cc. Let E’, i( .) denote the conditional expectation operator 
E( . I F”‘,.i) given the o-kid F”‘,,i. 
DEFINITION. The double array { Vni} of rv’s is strong mixing if U(S) JO 
as s --+ co, where 
a(s) = sup sup IW n W - P(A) W)I for s> 1. 
i=O,kl,... in> 1 ,~EF; --O?, BE.V “.l+S 
(2.7) 
{ Vni} is strong mixing of size -B if a(s) = O(s--P--E) for some E > 0. 
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Let (Z,, : i < n, n 3 1 } be a triangular array of R” - or %?-valued rv’s on 
(Q, B, P). Let 11 I/ denote the Euclidean norm. 
DEFINITION. The triangular array {Z,,j) is near epoch dependent 
(NED) on {Vni} if EIIZ,,II*<coVi~n,Vnbl, and n(s)JO as s-+co, 
where 
9(s) = SUP (E IIZni- E;~+/,Z,;~l’)“* for s=O, 1, . . . . (2.8) 
s<i<n-s.na I 
{Zni} is NED of size --b on {Vni} if EIIZ,J’<oo, Vi<n,n31 and 
q(s) = O(spBpE) for some E > 0. 
(It is easy to see that the Rk- or wk-valued array { Zni} is NED of size 
-jJ on { V,;} if and only if the real - or complex-valued array {Z,,,} is 
NED of size - j3 on { V,,} for f = 1, . . . . k, where Z,, = (Z,i,, . . . . Z,,)‘.) 
DEFINITION. Let Lip(a, C, g) denote the class of real or complex func- 
tions g on 55 c Rk that satisfy the Lipschitz condition /g(x) - g(y)1 6 
C [Ix - yll OL Vx, y E 55, where 0 < C < cc and 0 < a G 1. 
The following assumption implies Assumption A and, hence, is sufficient 
for stochastic equicontinuity of { v,( . ): n > 1). 
Assumption Al. For some r > 2, 
(i) (Series expansion). Assumption A(i) holds, 
(ii) (Smoothness of series functions). h,( .)~Lip(l, Bj, !T) for some 
Bj< CC vj2 1 and SUPj>l SUPi<n,n,l E Ihj(xni)I’< 00, 
(iii) (Smoothness of m(., 7)). suprEYCy=J Icj(r)12/aj+0 as J-t cc 
for some summable sequence of positive constants {ui} for which 
Cj”= i ajBj < co, and 
(iv) (Weak dependence). { Xni: i 6 n, n 2 1 } is a NED triangular 
array of size - 1 on { Vni}, where { VRi} is some strong mixing double array 
of size -2r/(r - 2). 
THEOREM 2. Assumption Al implies Assumption A. 
To prove Theorem 2 we use the following two lemmas. 
LEMMA 1. Zfg~Lip(l,C,~)~nd{Z,~:i~n,n~l} isaNEDtriungular 
array of z-valued rv’s of size - 5 on a strong mixing double array { V,,i} of 
size - /3 for 5, /3 > 0, then ( g( Zni): i < n, n 2 1 } is a NED triangular array of 
real- or complex-valued rv’s of size -5 on the same strong mixing double 
array { Vni}. In addition, the NED numbers {~Js)} of { g(Z,i)} satisfy 
nJs) < Q(s) for all s > 0, where {r](s)} are the NED numbers of { Zni}. 
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This lemma is similar to Theorem 4.2 of Gallant and White [ 13, p. 481. 
It differs from the latter in that Gallant and White consider more general 
functions than those in Lip(1, C, X), but their result does not obtain the 
same size of the NED numbers of { g(Z,,)} as those of {Z,;} and their 
result imposes stronger moment conditions. 
Proof of Lemma 1. E 1 g(Z,,))’ < cc by the Lipschitz condition and 
E IIZn;/l* < 00. 
Next, note that the conditional expectation EL,:: s g(Z,,) minimizes 
EL,::, Ig(Z,,) - YI* over all FL::,-measurable rv’s Y. With this result and 
the Lipschitz condition on g, we obtain 
rlgb) = sup (EEL.:?, Ig(Z,;)-E~,~“,g(Z,;)12)1’2 
sci<n-s.n>l 
6 sup WE:,::, Ig(Z,;)- g(E:,:iSZn;)12)1’2 
s-ci<n-s.n>l 
<C sup (EIIZ,;- E$lsZnil12)1’2 = Q(s). I (2.9) 
s-cidn--s,n>l 
Let I] . ]I p denote the L”(P) semi-norm for p 3 1. 
LEMMA 2. Let {Z,;} be a NED triangular array on { V,;} (with NED 
numbers (q(s): s > 0}), w h ere { Vni} is a strong mixing double array (with 
mixing numbers {cr(s):s~1}). Then, for all r>2, ICov(Z,,,Z,,~,)l< 
IIZni-sl12 q(a)+6 IIZnil12 llZni-sllr~(b)(‘-2)‘(2’) for all 06s<i and nZ 1, 
where a and b are positive integers for which a + b < s. 
Proof of Lemma 2. We have 
ICov(Z,iy Zni--s)l = IE(Z,;-Ed,~n~Z,;)(Z,i~,-EZ,;-,) 
+E(E~,~U.Z,;)E~,~~.(Z,;~.-EZ,;-,)l 
d (E IZ,;- E~‘:uZni12)1/2 Var’/*(Z+,) 
+ (E IE~,~!~Zn;l*)“* (E IE~,~U.Z”;~,-EZ,;_.12)1’2 
6 v(a) llZn;-sll2 + IIZnill2 ~~~~~~~~2~‘~2’~ll~~;-sllr~ (2.10) 
using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, the conditional Jensen’s inequality, 
and a strong mixing inequality of McLeish [ 17, Lemma 2.11. 1 
Proof of Theorem 2. Assumptions Al(i) and A(i) are equivalent, 
By Assumption Al(ii), Assumption A(ii) holds if I?==, [c,(t)1 < cc 
t/z E 9. This holds under Assumption Al(iii) because X7= 1 Icj(~)l < 
cc; 1 Icj(r)12/uj)1’2 (1; 1 uy2 < 00. 
Next we show that Assumption Al implies A(iii). By Assumptions Al(ii) 
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and (iv) and Lemma 1, (/z~(X,,~)~ is a NED triangular array on { V,,,) with 
NED numbers {I]~,(s)) that satisfy ~,Js) < B,q(s) V/s 2 0, where (q(s)) are 
the NED numbers of (X,;>. Thus, Assumption Al(ii) and Lemma 2 with 
Zni = h,(X,,) and a = b = [s/2] give 
Y,(J) 6 sup i<n,n> I Ilk.(X,,)ll2 (Bjul( Cd21 r> I 
+ 6 sup lIh (X .)I1 P nr ,a s ([ /2])crp2”(2r’ )3 
i<n,n2 I 
IJbl 
Yj= f Yjts)dBjDl f V(Cs/21) 
.s= --r s= -a 
cc 
+ D, c a( [~/2])“~“‘“” < 00 (2.11) 
9 = - % 
Vj> 1 for some finite constants D, and D,, using the fact that {r](s)} and 
{U(S)} are of size - 1 and - 2r/(r - 2), respectively. Thus, x,5=, ajyj < co is 
implied by C,?=, ujBj< cc and x,7= r aj < co. This result and Assump- 
tion Al(iii) imply Assumption A(iii). 1 
2.4. Fidi Convergence 
We now prove a set of primitive conditions under which the finite 
dimensional distributions of v,( .) are asymptotically normal. To this end, 
we state a CLT of Wooldridge [25] for triangular arrays of rv’s that are 
NED. 
PROPOSITION 1 (Wooldridge [25, Chap. 2, Theorem 3.131). Let 
{ Z,j: i < n, n > 1 } be a triangular array of real-valued rv’s that satisfies 
0) lim,, m Var(( l/h) X1=, Z,J = c2, 
(ii) ~~~~~~~~~ 1E IZ,il r < co for some r > 2, and 
(iii) {Z,i} is NED of size - 1 on ( V,,i}, where { V,,} is a strong 
mixing double array of rv’s of size -2rj(r - 2). 
Then, (l/G) x7= r (Zni - EZnj) dN(0, a’) as n -+ 00 
Comment. Wooldridge’s proof uses the approach of Withers [24]. 
The following assumption implies fidi convergence for v,J .): 
Assumption B (Fidi convergence). For some r > 2, 
(i) S(t, y)=lim,+, Cov(v,(z), v,(y)) exists Vr, y E Y-, 
(ii) suPi<n.n> r E IIxnJ’ < ~0, 
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(iii) {X,,: i < n, n > 1 } is a NED triangular array of size - 1 on 
{ V,,i}, where { Vni: i = 0, f 1, . . . . n > 1 > is some strong mixing double array 
of size -2rf(r - 2), and 
(iv) m(~,r)~Lip(l,C,~)Vr~~forsome C<co. 
THEOREM 3. Under Assumption B, for each finite subset (z, , . . . . 7,) of Y, 
(v,(z 1 L . . . . v&z,))’ converges in distribution to a N(0, S,) rv, where S, is a 
v x v covariance matrix with (s, t)th element S(r,, tr). 
Proof of Theorem 3. Let t=(r,, . . . . z,)‘EY” and m(.,T)=(m(., zl) ,..., 
m( ., r,))‘. It sufhces to show that conditions (i), (ii), and (iii) of Proposi- 
tion 1 hold with Zai = n’m(Xni, t) and a2 = I’S,& Vz E Y-“, VI E R” with 
ll1ll = 1, and Vu> 1. 
Assumption B(i) implies condition (i) of Proposition 1. In addition, 
Assumptions B(ii) and (iv) imply that SUP~<,,~~, E Il’m(X,,,, t)l’< co. 
That is, condition (ii) of Proposition 1 holds. Assumptions B(iii) and (iv) 
and Lemma 1 with g( .) = l’m( ., t) imply that { n’m(X,,, z)} is NED of size 
- 1 on { Vni}. That is, condition (iii) of Proposition 1 holds. 1 
2.5. An Empirical Process CLT 
Theorems l-3 above combine to yield a CLT for { v,( .): n 2 1). Define 
4YJY) = {y E L”(Y): y is uniformly continuous with respect to p on S}. 
(2.12) 
COROLLARY 1. For v,( . ) and p as defined in (2.1) and (2.4), Assump- 
tion A or Al plus Assumption B imply v,( . ) wv( . ), where v( . ) is a mean zero 
Gaussian process with covariance function S( ., .) whose sample paths lie in 
%JY) with probability one. 
Proof of Corollary 1. Theorems l-3 and Pollard [21, Theorem 10.23 
give the result. 1 
3. DIFFERENTIABLE FUNCTIONS OF ~~~~~~~~~ RANDOM VARIABLES 
In this section we apply the results of Section 2 to a class of differentiable 
functions (m( ., 7): z E Y} that are defined on some open bounded subset 
X of Rk whose boundary is minimally smooth. (See Stein [23, pp. 181, 1891 
or Edmunds and Moscatelli [ll, p. 81 for the definition of minimally 
smooth.) Examples of sets in Rk with minimally smooth boundaries include 
open sets that are convex or whose boundaries are Cl-embedded in Rk. 
Finite unions of disjoint sets of the aforementioned type also have mini- 
mally smooth boundaries. 
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The functions {m( ., T)} are taken to be uniformly smooth in the sense 
of having a uniformly bounded Sobolev norm of some order. By definition, 
the Sobolev norm of order (q, p) of a real function f defined on a subset 
9 of Rk is 
(3.1 ) 
where q is a non-negative integer, 1 6 p < co, tl = (a,, . . . . a,)’ E Rk has non- 
negative integer-valued elements, la( = Cf= r a,, and D”f(x) = al”lf(x)/ 
(axq’x ... x ax?). (The partial derivative Oaf can be defined in the usual 
sense or in a weaker sense (see Stein [23, p. 180]).) Below we assume that 
suP,ez7 Ilm(., 7)11,.*., < cc for some q> (k+ 1)/2. 
Exponential Fourier functions can be used to obtain series expansions of 
the functions {m( ., 7)). Let (a, b)k be an open bounded k-dimensional 
cube that contains the closure of !Z. Following the approach of Edmunds 
and Moscatelli [ 11, p. lo], which uses Theorem 5 of Stein [23, p. 1811, we 
extend the function m( ., 7) on 2 to a function m*( ., 7) on (a, !I)~ such that 
m*( ., 7) is periodic in each of its elements and 
IId., 7)llq,2.x G Ilm*(., 7)l14.2,(a,t,+G G IIN., 7)llp,1,x (3.2) 
for all non-negative integers 4 d q, for some G < cc that does not depend 
on 7. The Fourier expansion of the periodic function m*( ., 7) gives the 
desired expansion of m( ., 7) by restricting the domain of the expansion 
to %‘. (Note that the extension operator used above is linear, so that 
Eq. (3.2) also holds with m( ., 7) and m*( ., 7) replaced by m( ., 7) - m( ., y) 
and m*( ., 7) - m*( ., y), respectively, as used below.) 
Call a k-vector of integers a multi-index. By Theorem 2 of Edmunds and 
Moscatelli [ll, pp. 11,251, a sequence of multi-indexes {x(j): j> l} can 
be constructed such that 
sup m*(x, 5)- i ~~(7) hi(x) 
xE(a,bP j=l 
< G*J- q’k+“2+E Ilm*(.Y 7)lly,Z,(a,6y 
V’E > 0, for some G* < co, where 
(3.3) 
and 
m*(x,7) h,(x) dx. 
(3.4) 
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Here, 1 denotes a k-vector of ones and hj(x) denotes the complex 
conjugate of h,(x). By (3.3) and the assumption q> (k + 1)/2, we obtain 
the following pointwise convergent series expansion of m( ., r): 
m(x, 7) = f Cj(7) h,(x) VXEX, VTEY-. (3.5 1 
j=l 
Next we define the metric p on Y. For a function f on GY c Rk, define 
(J > l lP Ilf II p,‘?d = If( p dx for lQp<co. jy (3.6) 
Since the functions { hi(. ): j 2 1 } are orthonormal on (a, b)k (with respect 
to Lebesgue measure) and (3.2) holds with 4 = 0 and with m( ., r) and 
m*( ., z) replaced by m( ., r) - m( ., y) and m*( ., r) - m*( ., y), respectively, 
we obtain 
Hence, we can define the metric p on Y to be 
A? Y)= IIN. ~1-M.P YMl2.Y (3.8) 
and with this definition p is equivalent to (although not identical to) the 
metric p defined in (2.4). 
Using Corollary 1, the following assumption is shown to imply that 
(v,( .)} satisfies a CLT when indexed by the family of differentiable 
functions {m( ., T)} on X: 
Assumption C. (i) % is a bounded open subset of Rk with minimally 
smooth boundary. 
(ii) sw,,r Ilm(., 7)llq.2,9 <GO for some q>(k+ 1)/2. 
(iii) {Xni] is a NED triangular array of size - 1 on { Vnj}, where 
{ V,,i} is some strong mixing double array of size -2. 
(iv) S(7, y)=lim,,, Cov(v,(z), v,(y)) exists VT, ~129. 
THEOREM 4. For v,( .) and p as defined in (2.1) and (3.8), respectively, 
Assumption C implies that v,,( .) wv( .), where v( .) is a mean zero Gaussian 
process with covariance function S( ., . ) whose sample paths lie in %!JT) 
with probability one. 
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Comments. 1. Since strong mixing triangular arrays are NED on 
themselves, Theorem 4 covers the case where {X,,i> is strong mixing of size 
-2. In fact, in this case, the condition q > (k + 1)/2 can be replaced by 
q > k/2. (This result is obtained by verifying Assumption A, rather than Al, 
in the proof of Theorem 4.) 
2. The smoothness condition q > (k + 1)/2 of Assumption C(ii) (or 
q > k/2 in the strong mixing case) can be compared with other conditions 
used in the literature to obtain CLTs for empirical processes indexed by 
smooth functions. In particular, if Assumptions C(i) and (ii) hold but with 
q unspecified, if {Xni} are i.i.d., and if one verifies Ossiander’s [ 19, 
Theorem 3.1, p. 904) metric entropy with bracketing condition using 
Kolmogorov and Tihomirov’s [ 16, Theorem XIII, p. 3081 calculation of 
the (sup-norm) metric entropy numbers of {m( ., z)>, then one needs the 
condition q > k/2. This is exactly the same condition as used here in the 
strong mixing { Xni> case, and it is only slightly weaker than the condition 
used in the NED case. (Note, however, that the result of Theorem 4 differs 
from Ossiander’s result in that her result uses the L*(P) metric on 9, 
whereas Theorem 4 uses the L’(p) metric, where p is Lebesgue measure 
on 3.) 
3. For the case where x is a bounded interval (a, 6) and (xnif is 
strong mixing of size -2, the smoothness Assumption C(ii) can be relaxed. 
It can be replaced by: 
C(ii)* m( ., r) E Lip(a, D, (a, b)) Vr E Y for some CI E (i, 11 and 
D<co. 
(This result is proved by verifying Assumptions A and B using trigono- 
metric series expansions and results of Zygmund [26, p. 1353 and Dehling 
[8, Lemma 10.1, p. 4281.) 
The smoothness condition C(ii)* is exactly the same as the smoothness 
condition needed to verify Ossiander’s [ 19, Theorem 3.1, p. 904) metric 
entropy with bracketing condition using Kolmogorov and Tihomirov’s 
[ 16, Theorem XIII, p. 3081 computation of the (sup norm) metric entropy 
numbers for Lipschitz functions on a bounded interval. Ossiander’s 
bracketing condition yields an empirical process CLT for i.i.d. sequences of 
rv’s. In addition, the condition a > f is needed by Dehling [S, Theorem 5, 
p. 3991 to apply his CLT for Banach space-valued rv’s to Lipschitz func- 
tions on a bounded interval. Dehling’s CLT applies to sequences of weakly 
stationary strong mixing rv’s of size -4. 
4. Boundedness of Xni can be a restrictive assumption in some 
applications of Theorem 4. It can be relaxed, however, in a way that is use- 
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ful in some applications. Suppose m(X,,, z) is of the form IIZ~(X,,~, t) Xzni, 
where Xni = (J&, X1,,)’ and Xlni~ R . kl Let !Zi be the space of possible 
values of Xlni. Replace x, m( ., r), and k + 1 in Assumption C and (3.8) by 
Xi, mi( ., t), and k,. Assume that the revised Assumption C holds, 
supi<,,“, , E llXznill r < cc for some r > 2, and (Xni} is a strong mixing 
triangular array of size - 2r/(r - 2). Then, the conclusion of Theorem 4 still 
holds even though X,,j and m( ., z) may be unbounded. 
To prove this, take the series expansion of m( ., z) to be given by Xzni 
times a Fourier series expansion of m,( ., r). Then, verify Assumption A 
rather than Assumption Al, since the series functions hj( .) do not satisfy 
Assumption Al(ii) in this case. Next, note that the smoothness assumption 
B(iv) on m( ., z), which is violated in this case, can be eliminated and the 
result of Theorem 3 still holds, provided {X,,j} satisfies the additional 
conditions introduced above. 
5. If the support of the rv’s (Xni} is not an open set, Theorem 4 still 
applies provided the functions {m( ., 7): r E Y} are defined on an open 
bounded set .%” that contains the support of { Xni}. On the other hand, if the 
functions {m( ., z): t E S> are only defined on the support of the {Xni} and 
certain elements of Xni only take on a finite number of values, then 3 cannot 
be an open set. The latter problem can be circumvented in this case by 
writing v,( .) as the sum of several empirical processes based on Xni vectors 
of lower dimension with the discrete elements of X,; eliminated. 
Proof of Theorem 4. We show that C* A 1 and C* B. Corollary 1 
then gives the result. 
Under Assumptions C(i) and (ii), Assumption Al(i) holds by the argu- 
ment given in Eqs. (3.3)-(3.5) above. Next we show Assumption Al(ii) 
holds. Since (a, !J)~ is open and convex, the mean value theorem gives: 
vx, y E (4 blk, 
Ihj(x) - h,(v)l G 
k 
627c(b-a)-l-k’2 c Ifc/(j)l [lx-ylj. (3.9) 
I=1 
Since the multi-indexes {K(J) considered by Edmunds and Moscatelli [ 11, 
p. 111 and used in (3.3)-(3.5) above satisfy Ircr(j)[ <Dj’“VI= 1, . . . . k for 
some D < co, hj( .) is in Lip( 1, Bj, (a, b)k) with Bj = 2n(b - .)-l-k/2 kDj’/‘. 
In addition, Ihi is bounded by (b - u)-~‘~ for all x E .% and j > 1. Thus, 
Assumption Al(ii) holds for all r < co. 
To establish Al(iii), let uj= j- 2q’k+E for some E E (0, - I+ (2q- 1)/k). 
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Then, 
sup f Ic,(r)l’/a,=sup i j2ylk~c Ik,(d” 
r-55 j=J TG.Y- ,=J 
<J-” sup f j2qJk lcj(z)12=o(1) as J+m, (3.10) 
rt.T j=, 
since supTE Y C,?= r j2q’k Icj(r)l ‘<co by (3.11) below. For q>(k+1)/2 
and E as defined above, C,?=, ajBj cc x1?= r j-(2q-“ikfE< cc, and hence, 
Assumption Al(iii) holds. 
To show suprET x,5!, j2q’k Ic,(r)l2 < 00, we use Assumption C(ii) and 
(3.2). Let (f, g) denote fca,b,kf(~) g(x) dx. We have 
~0 > G sup Ilm(., dq.2,~ 
7e.T 




1 f ItDam*(‘9 z)3hj(.))12 1’2 
r,?r IoL( 64 j= 1 ) 
amin ((&): I)( sF:F, Iyfzk KAAzy lC,jt~)l’)“* 
.B*min((&-, I)(;;! J, j2qlk Icj(r)12)ln (3.11) 
for some constant B* < co. The last inequality holds because Irc( j)l = 
Ci=, IW)l W”k ( see Edmunds and Moscatelli [ 11, p. 111) implies that 
maxlGvCk Irc,(j)lzjl’lk (where f(j)%:(j) means that O<lim,,, If(j)/ 
g(Al Glimj+m I fWg(j)l < a 1. 
Assumption Al(iv) holds for some r sufficiently large by C(iii). 
Next we show C=S- B. Assumptions B(i) and C(iv) are equivalent. 
Assumption B(ii) holds for all r < co since % is bounded. Assumption B(iii) 
holds for some r sufficiently large by Assumption C(iii). To show 
Assumption B(iv), it suffices to show m*( ., z) E Lip( 1, C, (a, b)k) Vz E Y for 
some C < co. This follows by the same argument as in (3.9) using the 
uniform bound on the first derivatives of m*(., t) given by 
Assumption C(ii) and (3.2). m 
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4. EXAMPLE 
This section briefly illustrates the use of the results given above in 
establishing the asymptotic normality and efficiency of a semiparametric 
estimator. We consider a weighted least squares (LS) estimator of a 
dynamic nonlinear regression model with weights that adapt to the form of 
heteroskedasticity present. Carroll [7] and Robinson [22] have considered 
this estimator in non-dynamic linear regression models, The model is 
Yi=f(Yi-15 . ..y Yt-py Zjy O(j)+ Uj for i = 1, . . . . n, (4.1) 
where Yi, Ui E R, Zi E Rr, and 8, E @ c RY. The errors ( Vi} are independent 
with the conditional mean of Ui given ( Yip,, . . . . Yi- *, Zi) equal to 0 and 
the conditional variance function rO( .) of Ui defined by 
zo(Zi) = E( U’ 1 Zi) = E( U; ) Yi- I, . . . . Yimp, ZJ. (4.2) 
The regressors (Zi} may be fixed or random. 8, is an unknown parameter. 
The parameter 0,, is estimated using a preliminary estimator z^( . ) of zO(. ): 
f9 minimizes i ( Yi-f;.(0))2/?(Zi) (4.3) 
over 0 E 0, where f,(0) denotes f( Yi- r, . . . . Yi- P, Zi, 0). Under suitable 
conditions (e.g., see Andrews [2]), this estimator of B0 is consistent and 
satisfies 
(4.4) 
where the inverted matrix is 0( 1) as n + 00. The linear approximation (4.4) 
and the CLT give the asymptotic normality of & (0 - 0,) if it can be 
shown that 
-.$ ic, ui $f;(Bo)/i(Zj)-$ i$ 
ui$L(eo)~io(zi)p O’ (4.5) 
I 
If the errors are normally distributed, then (4.4) and (4.5) also combine to 
establish the asymptotic efficiency of 0, since 4 has the same asymptotic 
distribution as the weighted LS “estimator” that uses zo( .) to form the 
weights. 
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Define an empirical process v,( .) as 
(4.6 1 
where Y is a class of smooth functions t( .) for which 
E IIUi(a/ae)fi(eo)/z(Zi)l12 < 00. Note that EU,(a/ae)f,(e,)/t(Z,) = 0 
V~EY, since Ui has conditional mean zero. 
The results of this paper (in particular, Theorem 4 or Comment 5 
following Theorem 4) can be used to show that { v,J .): 12 > 1) is stochas- 
tically equicontinuous. Equation (4.5) then follows provided i converges in 
probability to t0 with respect to the appropriate metric. For example, if 
Theorem 4 or Comment 5 following Theorem 4 is used, then z^?, if 
s (f(z) - ~(2))~ dzpO as n+cc (4.7) 5T 
and f( .) and t,,( .) are bounded away from zero, where 9’ denotes the 
(bounded) set of possible realizations of {Zi: i> 1 }. 
In sum, the stochastic equicontinuity of an empirical process can be used 
very effectively in establishing the asymptotic normality and efficiency of 
semiparametric estimators. See Andrews [2, 33 for the application of 
empirical process results, such as those of the present paper, to a broad 
class of semiparametric estimators and to tests based on them. 
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